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Predicting Accurate Vibrational Frequencies for Highly Anharmonic
Systems
Abstract
Improvements in the manner in which the potential energy surface (PES) is generated in the vibrational self-
consistent field (VSCF) method have been implemented. The PES can now be computed over a flexible range
of displacements and following normal mode displacement vectors expressed in internal rather than Cartesian
coordinates, leading to higher accuracy of the calculated vibrational frequencies. The coarse-grained
parallelization of the PES calculations, which is computationally by far the most expensive part of the VSCF
method, enables the usage of higher levels of theory and larger basis sets. The new VSCF procedure is
discussed and applied to three examples, H+3, HNO2, and HNO3, to illustrate its accuracy and applicability.
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Improvements in the manner in which the potential energy surface PES is generated in the
vibrational self-consistent field VSCF method have been implemented. The PES can now be
computed over a flexible range of displacements and following normal mode displacement vectors
expressed in internal rather than Cartesian coordinates, leading to higher accuracy of the calculated
vibrational frequencies. The coarse-grained parallelization of the PES calculations, which is
computationally by far the most expensive part of the VSCF method, enables the usage of higher
levels of theory and larger basis sets. The new VSCF procedure is discussed and applied to three
examples, H3
+
, HNO2, and HNO3, to illustrate its accuracy and applicability. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2987712
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental vibrational spectra can be sufficiently
complex that computational guidance is essential for inter-
pretation. The importance of accurate calculated vibrational
frequencies extends to the prediction of thermodynamic and
kinetic properties that depend on the construction of the ap-
propriate partition functions.
Vibrational frequencies may be calculated at several lev-
els of theory. The computationally least demanding approach
is a normal mode analysis based on the second order deriva-
tives of the energy obtained most commonly from some level
of electronic structure theory. This approach provides un-
coupled harmonic vibrational frequencies. To improve the
accuracy of calculated frequencies one can use scaling fac-
tors that are obtained by fitting the harmonic frequencies to
experimental data for a modest subset of molecules.1 These
scaling factors have been determined for several levels of
theory and basis sets. Scaling harmonic frequencies has often
worked well; however, using a single scale factor for a full
range of vibrations, from stiff stretching modes to large am-
plitude torsions or intermolecular vibrations, can be prob-
lematic, since not all modes are equally harmonic or anhar-
monic. In addition, a more rigorous approach is required to
predict the details of a vibrational spectrum.
In order to achieve accurate predictions of vibrational
spectra, a reliable level of electronic structure theory and an
accurate analysis of the potential energy surface PES are
needed in order to determine the vibrational energy levels
and to account for both the anharmonicity and the coupling
of the molecular vibrations.
There has been considerable research on different inter-
polation and fitting methods regarding potential energy sur-
faces. Such interpolation schemes are essential for anhar-
monic frequency calculations. Hirao et al.2 used a modified
Shepard interpolation method to generate analytic ab initio
potential energy functions. Toffoli et al.3 employed multidi-
mensional cubic-spline interpolation to generate a fine grid
PES that is subsequently fed into multidimensional least-
squares fitting procedures. Beautiful work by Bowman et al.
on water trimer vibrational energy calculations4 employed a
weighted least-squares fit of the ab initio energies calculated
as a function of the complete set of internuclear distances.
Interpolating moving least-squares methods for fitting poten-
tial energy surfaces were employed by Thompson et al.,5
while Ohno et al.6 applied a hypersphere search method
combined with least squares fitting. Manzhos and
Carrington7 combined high dimensional model representa-
tion and neural networks approaches into a novel method for
fitting potential energy surfaces. Finally, it is important to
mention the work of Gill et al.8 in which the vibrational
wave function was constructed in the basis of translated
Hermite functions, while higher order energy derivatives
were computed using optimized finite-difference method.
The present work employs the vibrational self-consistent
field VSCF method,9 developed in the late 1970s,10 the
PES is calculated on a grid. This is computationally very
expensive, because of the large number of PES points that
are required, often at a high level of electronic structure
theory. Such an investment of computer time demands both
accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, the PES is evaluated at a
relatively small number of points that must be chosen care-
fully, since the accuracy of the calculated vibrational fre-
quencies depends on how well these points capture the an-
harmonicity and the coupling of molecular vibrations. The
manner in which the PES is generated is revised and paral-
lelized in the present work.
II. THEORETICAL APPROACH
A. Computational details
Calculations were performed using the cc-pVDZ ccd,
cc-pVTZ cct, and cc-pVQZ ccq basis sets11 for the H3+,
HNO2, and HNO3 molecules. Second order perturbation
theory MP2, Ref. 12 was used for all three molecules. The
most accurate calculations were done at the coupled cluster
level of theory. The CCSD coupled cluster with singles andaElectronic mail: mark@si.msg.chem.iastate.edu.
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doubles13,14 method was used for H3
+ and CCSDT,14,15
which adds perturbative triples, was employed for HNO2 and
HNO3.
Molecules in their appropriate symmetries, shown in
Fig. 1, were tightly optimized16 with the largest component
of the gradient being less than 110−5 hartree /bohr.
Coupled cluster geometry optimizations were achieved using
numerical gradients.
Hessian17 matrix of energy second derivatives calcula-
tions were performed at the optimized geometries. Minima
on each potential energy surface were established by con-
firming that the corresponding Hessian is positive definite.
Seminumerical MP2 Hessians were obtained using double
differencing of analytic gradients, while fully numerical
Hessians were used in the coupled cluster calculations. Im-
proved harmonic vibrational frequencies are obtained by
scaling of the harmonic frequencies. Scaling factors were
taken from the NIST database:18 0.950 MP2/ccd, 0.936
MP2/cct, 0.947 CCSD/ccd, 0.941 CCSD/cct, 0.979
CCSDT/ccd, and 0.975 for CCSDT/cct.
The vibrational self-consistent field method VSCF was
used to calculate anharmonic and coupled vibrational fre-
quencies. The VSCF method consists of two computationally
independent parts: generating the PES on the grid and calcu-
lating the vibrational energy levels. An overview of the
VSCF method is presented here. Specific details about the
manner in which the PES was generated can be found in the
following section.
Two important sets of data are provided by Hessian cal-
culations that guide the construction of a PES on the grid.
The normal mode displacement vectors designate the direc-
tion in which the displacements from the equilibrium geom-
etry will be made. The spacing of the displacements along
the normal mode is proportional to 1 /  is the harmonic
vibrational frequency so that the wave function tails are al-
ways within the chosen maximum displacement along nor-
mal modes.19 In particular, starting from the equilibrium
structure, eight displacements are made in both the positive
and the negative direction of each normal mode displace-
ment vector. Thus, a total of 16 structures points on the
PES are generated for each normal mode. These structures
and associated energies comprise the necessary information
for determining the anharmonicity associated with each nor-
mal mode. Single point energy calculations performed at
these 16 points generates the “diagonal potential,” which
captures the anharmonicity along the normal mode. Note
that, although the default is to use 16 points on the PES, one
might consider using a greater or smaller number of points,
depending on the application of interest.
In order to gather information about coupling of the vi-
brations, simultaneous displacements along two or more
normal modes is required. This gives rise to a 1616 grid of
points for each pair of vibrations. Single point energy calcu-
lations are then performed on these grids, generating the cou-
pling potential, which accounts for the coupling of the vibra-
tions.
Once the PES is created as described above, vibrational
energy level calculations are then performed at three levels
of theory. The diagonal vibrational frequencies are always
calculated, but they are generally not sufficiently accurate.
Although they do account for the anharmonicity in the indi-
vidual vibrational modes, the coupling is neglected since
only the diagonal potential is used to calculate them. Vibra-
tional self-consistent field calculations are then performed in
which coupling is included through a mean field approxima-
tion. Finally, a second order perturbation theory correction is
used to achieve more accurate vibrational frequencies.
All calculations described here were carried out using
the GAMESS program suite19 and molecules were visualized
with the MACMOLPLOT program.20 Some calculations were
carried out in parallel on two types of clusters: An IBM
pSeries Cluster with 32 quad-processor nodes and an IBM
BlueGene/L “CyBlue” with 1024 dual-core nodes. The cal-
culations on CyBlue were run in coprocessor mode, so only
one processor per node was performing the computations.
Set of internal coordinates:
r(H1-O2) = 0.966Å (0.959Å)
r(N3-O2) = 1.428Å (1.442Å)
r(O4-N3) = 1.174 Å (1.169Å)
(N3-O2-H1) = 101.5º (102.1º)
(O4-N3-O2) = 110.6º (110.6º)
(O4-N3-O2-H1) = 180.0º (180.0º)
b.)
a.)




Set of internal coordinates:
r(H5-O2) = 0.976Å (0.964Å)
r(O2-N1) = 1.414Å (1.406Å)
r(O3-N1) = 1.217Å (1.211Å)
r(O4-N1) = 1.203Å (1.199Å)
(O3-N1-O2) = 115.5º (115.1º)
(O4-N1-O2) = 113.8º (113.8º)
(H5-O2-N1) = 101.4º (102.1º)














FIG. 1. Color online Optimized ge-
ometries of a H3
+ at CCSD level of
theory with the cc-pVTZ basis set in
D3h symmetry; b HNO2 at CCSDT
level of theory with the cc-pVTZ basis
set in Cs symmetry; c HNO3 at
CCSDT level of theory with the cc-
pVDZ basis set in Cs symmetry. Ge-
ometry parameters are listed in the set
of internal coordinates that were used
as the basis for the decomposition of
the normal mode displacement vec-
tors. Experimental values Ref. 18 are
given in parentheses.
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B. Adaptive grid of the PES points
Many researchers have tackled the very important issue
of the step size taken to calculate the PES on the grid. The
standard procedure in MOLPRO Ref. 21 is to define the
range along each vibrational normal mode, over which the
PES is going to be calculated, by applying an energy thresh-
old as suggested by Bowman and Kaledin.22 An extensive
review and rationalization regarding the selection of the step
size that has to be taken along the particular normal mode as
one calculates higher order energy derivatives by applying
finite difference formulae is given in the paper by Lin et al.8
In this work, the PES is generated on a grid, by making
displacements from the equilibrium geometry along normal
modes diagonal potential and pairs of normal modes cou-
pling potential. In the standard implementation of the VSCF
method,9 the range of the PES points is based on the magni-





where Qiamp is the maximum displacement expressed in
normal mode coordinates taken along the ith normal mode,
and i is the frequency of the ith mode. The factor of 4 is
chosen to ensure that the wave function will decay to zero
upon reaching the furthest points classical turning points
along the normal modes. This will be discussed further
below.
The starting point in the VSCF procedure is still a nor-
mal mode analysis. Although a normal mode analysis pro-
vides normalized normal mode amplitudes, rather than their
absolute values, the absolute values of the amplitudes can be
calculated as follows. The vibrational energy of the nth en-
ergy level for the ith normal mode, Ei
ni
, is given by
Ei
ni = ni + 12hi, 2
where ni=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,h is Planck’s constant, and i is the
fundamental frequency of the ith normal mode.
At the classical turning points, the classical kinetic







where ki is the force constant and Ai
ni is the amplitude of the
displacement for the nth energy level of the ith mode.
Upon substituting ki=42mii
2 and combining Eqs. 2
and 3, the amplitude of the displacement can be expressed
as
Ai
ni =ni + 12h
22mi
. 4
By analogy with Eq. 4, the amplitude of a normal mode
displacement Qiniamp may be postulated as
Qiniamp =ni + 12i , 5
since m=1 in mass-weighted coordinates and since h /2
=1 in atomic units.





which recovers Eq. 1 as a special case of Eq. 5.
Equation 6 can be used to determine the range of the
PES points in the VSCF method. Qiniamp is the total dis-
placement to be taken from the equilibrium geometry, fol-
lowing the normal mode vector in the positive and negative
directions. This determines, along each normal mode, the
two extreme displacement points from the equilibrium geom-
etry. The remaining points are spaced equidistantly between
these two points.
Since the number of points is constant along the mode,
increasing the value of ni increases the range as well. Al-
though ni is an integer in the harmonic approximation, once
anharmonicity is introduced, the energy levels are no longer
equidistant. Consequently, ni no longer needs to be an inte-
ger. This facilitates the possibility of additional fine tuning of
the VSCF calculation.
The affect of the spacing range of the PES points on
the accuracy of the VSCF method can be illustrated by cal-
culations carried out on H3
+
, summarized in Table I. Diagonal
frequencies are calculated as a function of ni. As ni increases
the diagonal frequencies decrease, and ultimately converge
to constant values. At this point, any further increase in the
covered PES area is not useful. Typically, higher vibrational
frequencies require larger values of ni to reach convergence.
In order to minimize the computational cost, it is recom-
mended to use the diagonal potential to determine the value
of ni for which frequencies are converged. Once the optimal
value of ni is determined, the full PES diagonal+coupling
potential should be recalculated using ni+1.
As noted above, although 16 grid points is the normally
recommended number of PES points along each normal
mode needed for calculating lower vibrational energy levels,
a smaller number of points might lead to the same accuracy
depending on the magnitude of the displacement. On the
other hand, if the undertaken displacements are large, or if
one is interested in exploring higher overtones and combina-
tion bands, a higher number of points might be necessary to
properly account for the increase in ni.
Furthermore, it is important to note that while two-mode
coupling was used in the current work, the approach dis-
cussed here can easily be extended to three-mode and higher
order couplings of the molecular vibrations.
C. Internal versus Cartesian normal mode
displacement vectors
The VSCF calculations can be considerably affected by
the choice of the coordinates, whether Cartesian or curvilin-
ear coordinates are used.23,24 While there have been studies
regarding the expression of the Hamiltonian in internal
coordinates,25 the present work is addresses methods for gen-
erating the potential energy surfaces on the grid by following
normal mode displacement vectors.
The normal mode displacement vectors are commonly
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expressed in Cartesian coordinates. It has been shown
previously23,26 that this choice, when used to create a PES,
can produce unreliable frequencies for strongly anharmonic
vibrational motions. Indeed, frequencies obtained using the
Cartesian coordinate expansion can be several hundred wave
numbers too high, even worse than harmonic frequencies.23
An alternative approach is to generate the PES by using nor-
mal mode displacement vectors expressed in internal, as op-
posed to Cartesian, coordinates. This can be achieved by
decomposing normal mode displacement vectors into inter-
nal coordinates.27 The energy calculation requires the trans-
formation from internal to Cartesian coordinates at the cho-
sen PES points. In the previous implementation, only simple
internals were used, and a rigorous mathematical procedure
for direct conversion from internal to Cartesian coordinates
was employed. However, other types of vibrations, such as
atom out of the plane OPLA, require an iterative procedure
adopted from the work of Pulay et al.28 to transform the
coordinates. The iterative procedure fails when large steps
are taken along the PES. This is remedied by using the cur-
rent point to determine the next point on the PES. This en-
sures that displacements are as small as possible, thereby
enabling the convergence of the coordinate transformation.
D. Recommended procedure
The combination of generating the PES in internal coor-
dinates with the flexible spacing of the points provides an
effective procedure for conducting VSCF calculations. The
flow chart presented in Fig. 2 lists three important steps in
the procedure. The first step is a preliminary VSCF calcula-
tion and should therefore be conducted at the lowest compu-
tational cost.
The first step is concerned with the selection of the in-
ternal coordinates. This step is omitted if the PES is being
generated in Cartesian coordinates. However, if following
normal mode displacement vectors expressed in internal co-
ordinates generates the PES, it is crucial to find the set of
internal coordinates that properly captures the vibrational
motions. Since the choice of internal coordinates is not
unique, it might be necessary to try several different combi-
nations of internal coordinates. Since the selection of the
most appropriate internals is independent of the level of
theory and basis set, the most cost-efficient electronic struc-
ture method should be used.
The next important task is to find the optimal spacing
between the PES points. Step 2 should be carried out at the
desired level of theory and basis set, since the convergence
of calculated frequencies may be method and/or basis set
dependent.
Upon the successful completion of the previous steps,
the actual VSCF calculation takes place, yielding anhar-
monic vibrational frequencies step 3. At this point, both
diagonal and coupling potentials are generated at the desired
level of theory and basis set and used to calculate the vibra-
tional energy levels.
TABLE I. MP2 and CCSD H3+ diagonal frequencies with the cc-pVDZ ccd, cc-pVTZ cct, and cc-pVQZ
ccq basis sets. The amplitude amp=ni maps onto the energy level ni=0,1 ,2 , . . . , see text. Increasing the
value of amp corresponds to a larger spacing of the PES points along the normal mode.
MP2/ccd harm amp=1 amp=2 amp=3 amp=4 amp=5 amp=6 amp=7
1
a 3591 4153 3614 3509 3489 3486 3486 3486
2
b 2712 3152 2812 2779 2777 2777 2777 2777
3 2712 3156 2833 2811 2811 2811 2811 2811
MP2/cct harm amp=1 amp=2 amp=3 amp=4 amp=5 amp=6 amp=7
1 3481 4033 3512 3410 3391 3388 3388 3388
2 2813 3266 2913 2880 2878 2878 2878 2878
3 2813 3269 2930 2905 2905 2905 2905 2905
CCSD/ccd harm amp=1 amp=2 amp=3 amp=4 amp=5 amp=6 amp=7
1 3546 4101 3568 3463 3443 3440 3440 3440
2 2666 3101 2776 2749 2748 2748 2748 2748
3 2666 3101 2776 2749 2748 2748 2748 2748
CCSD/cct harm amp=1 amp=2 amp=3 amp=4 amp=5 amp=6 amp=7
1 3432 3976 3462 3360 3340 3337 3337 3337
2 2763 3211 2872 2843 2842 2842 2842 2842
3 2763 3211 2872 2843 2842 2842 2842 2842
CCSD/ccq harm amp=1 amp=2 amp=3 amp=4 amp=5 amp=6 amp=7
1 3436 3980 3464 3361 3342 3339 3338 3338
2 2772 3220 2879 2850 2849 2849 2849 2849
3 2771 3220 2879 2850 2849 2849 2849 2849
a1—ring breathing, a.
b2 and 3—ring deformation, e.
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TABLE II. H3
+
, MP2 and CCSD calculations with the cc-pVDZ ccd, cc-pVTZ cct, and cc-pVQZ ccq basis
sets. The actual values of harmonic harm, scaled harmonic harmscal, anharmonic in Cartesian coordinates
anhrcart, anharmonic in internals using two bonds and the angle anhrint2ba, anharmonic in internals
using three bonds anhrint3b, and experimental Refs. 27 and 28 exp values are given.
mode harm harmscal anhrcart anhrint3b anhrint2ba exp
MP2/ccd 1a 3591 3411 3322 3299 3317 3178
2
b 2712 2577 2485 2544 2395 2521
3 2712 2577 2360 2509 2714 2521
MP2/cct 1 3481 3258 3234 3215 3247
2 2813 2633 2537 2608 2615
3 2813 2633 2425 2578 3149
CCSD/ccd 1 3546 3358 3274 3251 3285
2 2666 2524 2380 2478 2640
3 2666 2524 2380 2478 2689
CCSD/cct 1 3432 3230 3182 3162 3160
2 2763 2600 2433 2541 2670
3 2763 2600 2433 2541 2697
CCSD/ccq 1 3436 3181 3161 3137
2 2772 2440 2546 2647
3 2771 2440 2546 2612
CCSD/cct 12 6195 5830 5464 5585 5554
22 5526 5200 4363 4989 4998
32 8289 7800 6627 7633 7493
CCSD/ccq 12 6208 5471 5587
22 5543 4496 4998
32 8315 6687 7644
a1—ring breathing, a.
b2 and 3—ring deformation, e.
FIG. 2. Flow chart of the procedure for calculating vibrational frequencies using the VSCF method in internal coordinates. VSCF-diagonal stands for
anharmonic frequencies calculated without coupling, while VSCF-PT2 stands for anharmonic coupled vibrational frequencies calculated using a second order
perturbation theory correction.
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TABLE III. Experimental frequencies Refs. 27 and 28 and the errors between calculated and experimental
frequencies for H3
+
. Calculations were performed at MP2 and CCSD levels of theory with the cc-pVDZ ccd,
cc-pVTZ cct, and cc-pVQZ ccq basis sets. The following frequencies were calculated: harmonic harm,
scaled harmonic harmscal, anharmonic in Cartesian coordinates anhrcart, and anharmonic in internal
coordinates anhrint.
H3
+ mode harm harmscal anhrcart anhrint exp
MP2/ccd 1a 413 233 144 121 3178
2
b 191 55 −36 22 2521
3 191 55 −162 −12 2521
MP2/cct 1 303 80 56 37
2 291 111 16 87
3 291 111 −96 56
CCSD/ccd 1 367 180 96 73
2 144 3 −141 −44
3 144 3 −141 −44
CCSD/cct 1 254 51 3 −16
2 242 79 −88 20
3 242 79 −88 20
CCSD/ccq 1 258 3 −17
2 250 −81 24
3 250 −81 24
a1—ring breathing, a.
b2 and 3—ring deformation, e.
TABLE IV. Experimental frequencies Ref. 19 and the errors between calculated and experimental frequencies
for HNO2. Calculations were performed with PM2 and CCSDT using the cc-pVDZ ccd, and cc-pVTZ cct
basis sets. The following frequencies were calculated: harmonic harm, scaled harmonic harmscal, anhar-
monic in Cartesian coordinates anhrcart, and anharmonic in internal coordinates anhrint.
mode harm harmscal anhrcart anhrint exp
MP2/ccd 1a 196 6 −36 33 3591
2
b
−20 −104 −51 −44 1700
3
c 36 −29 −46 5 1263
4
d 63 20 26 31 790
5
e 29 −3 −3 9 596
6
f 48 19 −52 15 543
MP2/cct 1 200 −42 −39 28
2 −28 −135 −51 −44
3 35 −48 −44 11
4 47 −7 30 36
5 25 −15 0 10
6 51 13 −51 19
CCSDT/ccd 1 184 105 −56 14
2 40 3 6 13
3 53 25 −33 20
4 47 30 17 23
5 19 6 −9 2
6 29 17 −74 −4
CCSDT/cct 1 203 108 −31 31
2 28 −15 −4 2
3 56 23 −26 25
4 52 31 24 29
5 32 16 8 18
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three examples were chosen to illustrate the accuracy
and applicability of the new approach. The H3
+
, HNO2, and
HNO3 anharmonic frequencies, which were calculated using
a PES that was generated in internal coordinates, are com-
pared below to the harmonic, scaled harmonic, and anhar-
monic frequencies obtained from a PES generated in Carte-
sian coordinates, as well as with available experimental data,
taken from the NIST database18 if not stated otherwise.
A. H3+
Since H3
+ is a triatomic molecule Fig. 1, the choice of
internal coordinates is limited to two possibilities: two bonds
and an angle, or three bonds Fig. 2, step 1. H3
+ has D3h
symmetry, suggesting that the best choice might be three
bonds. To test this, calculations were performed using both
sets of internals. The results are presented in Table II in
columns labeled anhrint3b three bonds and anhrint2ba
two bonds and an angle. The combination of two bonds and
an angle removes the degeneracy of the deformation mode,
giving rise to two frequencies that differ by more than
300 cm−1 with MP2/ccd, and more than 500 cm−1 using
MP2/cct. Although these differences decrease to less than
50 cm−1 when CCSD is used, the degeneracy is still lost,
making this choice of internal coordinates unacceptable.
Even if the PES is constructed using normal mode displace-
ment vectors decomposed into three bonds, these two modes
differ by 35 cm−1 at the MP2 level of theory, very likely
due to numerical round off. When three bonds are chosen
and CCSD is employed, the degeneracy of this mode is pre-
served.
Upon successful selection of the internal coordinates, the
optimal spacing between PES points was determined by in-
creasing the range until the convergence of the diagonal vi-
brational frequencies was attained see Fig. 2, step 2 and
Table I. The frequencies shown in bold in Table I have been
converged and the corresponding ranges were used in the
subsequent calculations see Fig. 2, step 3.
The coupled and anharmonic vibrational frequencies
were calculated Fig. 2, step 3 with MP2/cc-pVDZ,
MP2/cc-pVTZ, and CCSD with the cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, and
cc-pVQZ basis sets Table II. One can see significant basis
set dependencies among the calculated vibrational frequen-
cies shown in Table II. Changes on the order of 100 cm−1 are
observed upon improving the basis set from cc-pVDZ to
cc-pVTZ at both the MP2 and CCSD levels of theory. The
changes in calculated frequencies are negligible as the basis
set is improved from cc-pVTZ to cc-pVQZ at the CCSD
level of theory. This means that the CCSD errors using the
cc-pVQZ or cc-pVTZ basis sets define the accuracy of the
VSCF method for H3
+
. The errors for various levels of theory
are summarized in Table III.
TABLE V. Calculated anharmonic vibrational frequencies for HNO2 and HNO3 at CCSDT with the cc-pVDZ
basis set. Frequencies were calculated without coupling diag or with coupling but only using VSCF level
without a PT2 correction vscf. Depending on the type of coordinates in which the PES was created, diagcart
and vscfcart correspond to Cartesian coordinates, while diagint and vscfint correspond to internal coordi-
nates. Difference between diagcart and vscfcart is labeled as diffcart, while difference in diagint and
vscfint is labeled as diffint. Difference between diagcart and diagint is given as diffdiag.
HNO2a
mode diagcart vscfcart diagint vscfint diffcart diffint diffdiag
1 3612 3514 3612 3605 98 7 0
2 1718 1709 1717 1714 9 4 0
3 1348 1264 1306 1286 84 20 42
4 830 812 832 815 19 17 −1
5 609 596 606 600 13 6 3
6 779 557 552 539 222 13 227
HNO3b
mode diagcart vscfcart diagint vscfint Diffcart Diffint Diffdiag
1 3577 3474 3577 3565 103 12 0
2 1809 1755 1811 1765 54 46 −2
3 1365 1342 1362 1350 23 13 2
4 1363 1299 1349 1321 64 29 14
5 901 883 898 886 18 12 3
6 765 751 778 766 14 11 −13
7 650 636 651 641 15 10 −1
8 584 567 583 576 17 7 1
9 752 492 455 449 260 6 297
aHNO2 molecule: 1—O–H stretch; 2—O4–N3 stretch; 3—H–O–N bend; 4—O2–N3 stretch; 5—O–N–O
bend; and 6—torsion.
bHNO3 molecule: 1—O–H stretch; 2—O4–N1 and O3–N1 ass stretch; 3—O4–N1 and O3–N1 sym stretch;
4—H–O–N bend; 5—O2–N1 stretch; 6—N out of the plane motion; 7—O4–N1–O3 bend; 8—O3–N1–O2
band; 9—H5–O2–N1–O3 torsion.
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Focusing on the CCSD/cc-pVTZ frequencies, the abso-
lute error for harmonic frequencies is 250 cm−1, while
scaling of the harmonic frequencies significantly lowers the
error to 50–80 cm−1. Anharmonic frequencies obtained us-
ing Cartesian coordinates are inconsistent, providing high ac-
curacy for the highest vibrational mode an error of 3 cm−1,
while the degenerate mode has an error of 90 cm−1. On the
other hand, the anharmonic frequencies obtained using inter-
nals are in excellent agreement with experiment,29 within
20 cm−1. Furthermore, VSCF in internals is the only ap-
proach that gives reliable predictions for the combination
and first overtone frequencies, to within 30 cm−1 of the
experimental values. The second overtone is predicted with a
lower accuracy of 150 cm−1. However, this is still more
accurate than harmonic error 800 cm−1, scaled harmonic
error 300 cm−1, or anharmonic in Cartesian coordinates
error 850 cm−1.
There is a very nice review by Jaquet30 on first-
principles studies of the rovibrational spectra of H3
+
. Differ-
ent types of fitted potentials31 were used, yielding fundamen-
tals, the 12 combination band, and the 22 and 32
overtones with an accuracy of less than 1 cm−1. The most
accurate calculations performed in the current work, at the
CCSD/ccq level of electronic structure theory and using the
VSCF method in internal coordinates, have an accuracy of
20 cm−1 for fundamentals and 30 cm−1 for the combina-
tion band and the 22 overtone. The source of the remaining
error may be the need for a higher level of electronic struc-
ture theory, mode-mode coupling beyond pairwise interac-
tions, and/or the need to explicitly express the vibrational
Hamiltonian in internal coordinates.
B. HNO2
Now, consider HNO2, whose vibrational motions can be
described using simple internal coordinates, such as bond
stretching, angle bending, and torsion as depicted in Fig. 1
and summarized in Tables IV and V. The calculations were
performed with MP2 and CCSDT, using the cc-pVDZ and
cc-pVTZ basis sets. Harmonic and scaled harmonic frequen-
cies have the same low accuracy Table IV, with the highest
absolute error being 200 and 120 cm−1, respectively, in-
dependent of the basis set or the level of theory.
Anharmonic vibrational frequencies obtained using nor-
mal mode displacements in Cartesian coordinates have their
largest absolute errors, in the range of 50 cm−1 for MP2
and 70 cm−1 for CCSDT. On the other hand, generating
the PES by following the normal mode displacement vectors
in internal coordinates, the absolute errors decrease from
45 cm−1 with MP2 to less than 30 cm−1 with CCSDT.
In order to determine the origin of the difference in pre-
dicted vibrational frequencies, depending on the choice of
the coordinates, consider the PES generated along the modes
and the coupling potential more closely. Diagonal and VSCF
without PT2 correction frequencies calculated with
CCSDT using the cc-pVDZ basis set are listed in Table V.
First, consider the differences in diagonal frequencies ob-
tained using Cartesian diagcart and internal coordinates
diagint. The largest differences are found for the torsional
mode 6 and a somewhat smaller difference for the 3 bend-
ing mode. These two modes are not adequately described in
Cartesian coordinate space. Now, by comparison of diagonal
frequencies diagcart and diagint and frequencies calcu-
lated with coupling vscfcart and vscfint, the magnitude
of the coupling can be estimated. These differences are listed
in Table V as diffcart and diffint for the PES generated in
Cartesian or internal coordinates, respectively. There is a
weak coupling of the modes calculated using internal coor-
dinates with diffint less than 20 cm−1. On the other hand,
calculations carried out in Cartesian coordinates exhibit a
significant change of 100–200 cm−1 in the values of vscf-
cart compared to diagcart. These inconsistencies are due
to the improper description of the torsional and bending mo-
tions in HNO2 when Cartesian normal mode displacement
vectors are used to generate the PES. Thus, the errors in
generating the PES along these two modes are propagated
when the coupling is taken into consideration, affecting now
three modes, 1, 3, and 6, due to strong coupling.
Figure 3 illustrates the affect of the choice of coordinate
system on the PES by plotting the O2–H1 bond stretch
against the O4–N3–O2–H1 torsion for mode 6 Fig. 3a,
and against the N3–O2–H1 bend for mode 3 Fig. 3b. The
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FIG. 3. Color online CCSDT/cc-pVTZ HNO2 in Cartesian coordinates
dotted line and internal coordinates solid line. a H1–O2 bond distance
is plotted against O4–N3–O2–H1 torsion angle at the VSCF points along the
torsion mode 6; b H1–O2 bond distance is plotted against the N3–O2–H1
angle at the VSCF points along the bending mode 3.
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bond stretching from 0.966 to 1.244 Å in the torsion mode
6 and to 1.082 Å in the bending mode 3. This stretching of
the O–H bond distance introduces an artificial coupling of
modes 6 and 3 with the OH stretching mode 1, leading to
a lowering of the frequencies for all three modes after the
coupling. The proper description of modes 6 and 3 is ac-
complished by using internal coordinates, which preserve the
correct O–H bond distance while allowing for the change in
the torsion and bending angles.
C. HNO3
HNO3 structure shown in Fig. 1 provides a good test of
the use of less common types of internal coordinates, such as
the movement of the N atom out of the plane of the three O
atoms.
The differences between calculated and experimental
frequencies are listed in Table VI. Both harmonic and scaled
harmonic frequencies exhibit large errors that are indepen-
dent of the level of theory or the basis set. The harmonic
vibrational frequencies give the largest errors, 200 cm−1.
Scaling of harmonic frequencies decrease the largest error to
100 cm−1.
In contrast to the harmonic calculations, accurate anhar-
monic vibrational frequencies do require the use of a high
level of theory and a reliable basis set. Anharmonic vibra-
tional frequencies obtained using Cartesian coordinates give
the largest absolute errors of 75 cm−1 at CCSDT/cc-pVDZ,
compared to MP2/ccd and MP2/cct with largest errors of 135
and 177 cm−1, respectively. Similar basis set and level of
theory dependence is observed for anharmonic frequencies in
internal coordinates. The most accurate frequencies are ob-
tained with CCSDT/cc-pVDZ, with the largest absolute er-
ror of 50 cm−1.
As for HNO2, the largest difference in the diagonal po-
tentials calculated using normal mode displacement vectors
in Cartesian versus internal coordinates, occurs for the tor-
sional mode, 9 Table V, diffdiag300 cm−1. This mode
can be described as the H5–O2–N1–O3 torsion see Fig. 1.
In order to determine the origin of this discrepancy, the
H5–O2 bond distance is plotted against the H5–O2–N1–O3
torsion angle in Fig. 4a. In Cartesian coordinates, there is a
stretching of the H5–O2 bond length from 0.976 to 1.262 Å,
while this distance remains constant if internal coordinates
are used. Somewhat surprisingly, the H–O–N bending mode,
4, appears to be reasonable with either type of coordinate.
However, this is misleading, as shown in Fig. 4b, which
reveals H5–O2 stretching from 0.976 to 1.060 Å for
Cartesian coordinates and negligible stretching if internals
are used. Again, as shown for HNO2 Sec. III B 3, the fre-
TABLE VI. Experimental frequencies Ref. 19 and the errors between calculated and experimental frequencies
for HNO3. Calculations were performed with MP2 and CCSDT and the cc-pVDZ ccd, and cc-pVTZ cct
basis sets. The following frequencies were calculated: harmonic harm, scaled harmonic harmscal, anhar-
monic in Cartesian coordinates anhrcart, and anharmonic in internal coordinates anhrint.
mode harm harmscal anhrcart anhrint exp
MP2/ccd 1 199 11 −30 30 3550
2 203 107 177 186 1708
3 27 −41 −1 13 1331
4 26 −41 −40 1 1325
5 28 −17 7 9 879
6 12 −27 1 15 762
7 19 −14 3 9 647
8 9 −20 −9 6 579
9 36 11 −57 7 456
MP2/cct 1 200 −40 −28 33
2 165 45 139 148
3 20 −67 −60 −4
4 9 −76 −13 −5
5 31 −28 8 11
6 21 −30 9 23
7 25 −18 11 16
8 14 −24 −4 11
9 42 10 −49 13
CCSDT/ccd 1 192 113 −46 14
2 87 50 39 51
3 35 6 −3 10
4 21 −7 −47 −8
5 22 3 0 4
6 3 −13 −11 2
7 4 −10 −14 −9
8 2 −10 −19 −4
9 31 21 −75 −8
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quency values for modes 9, 4, and 1 are lowered due to
artificially strong coupling, which is caused by the exaggera-
tion of the OH stretching character in these three modes
when Cartesians are used.
D. Summary
The total errors for the vibrational frequencies of all
three molecules calculated at the highest level of theory us-
ing the largest basis set for the particular molecule are plot-
ted in Fig. 5. Harmonic frequencies produce the largest
absolute errors, 85 cm−1 on average. Scaled harmonic fre-
quencies and anharmonic frequencies in Cartesian coordi-
nates have comparable errors, on average 36 and 32 cm−1,
respectively. Anharmonic frequencies calculated using inter-
nal coordinates give the most accurate results with average
error of 15 cm−1.
E. Coarse grained parallelization of the PES
calculation
The single point energy and dipole derivative tensor cal-
culations for each PES point can be carried out indepen-
dently. This provides an opportunity to employ coarse
grained parallelization for this part of the code. The general-
ized distributed data interface32 GDDI is used to achieve
two-level hierarchical parallelization. The basic idea of
coarse grained parallelism is to divide the workload into
smaller independent pieces see Ref. 18 for more details.
This is achieved by a priori dividing nodes into a specified
number of groups. Each group is assigned an ID number,
from 0 to N−1, with N being the number of groups. If there
is more than one processor available per group, a second
level of parallelism within the group can be achieved, speed-
ing up the calculation even more.
Figure 6 illustrates the steps taken during a parallel
VSCF calculation. The VSCF calculation starts in the
“world” scope, where there is only one “master.” The PES is
generated using coarse grained parallelization with dynamic
load balancing, meaning that the workload, the PES points at
which the energy still has to be calculated, is dynamically
assigned to the first available group. The energy and dipole
derivative tensors are calculated and immediately stored by
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FIG. 4. Color online CCSDT/cc-pVDZ HNO3 in Cartesian coordinates
dotted line and internal coordinates solid line. a the H5–O2 bond dis-
tance is plotted against the H5–O2–N1–O3 torsion angle at the VSCF points
along torsion mode 9. b the H5–O2 bond distance is plotted against the

































FIG. 5. Color online Total errors obtained as a difference between calculated and experimental vibrational frequencies.
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allocated once for all groups. In order to permanently save
the data, the group that has ID=0, as soon as it completes the
calculation on the current PES point, accesses the distributed
memory array, checks for any newly acquired data, and
writes that data to a disk file. Once all the PES points have
been calculated, the scope switches from group to master and
the global summation of the calculated energies and dipole
vectors across the masters of all the groups takes place. Once
the PES calculations are done, the scope switches back from
master to world, in which the remaining VSCF calculations
are completed. The initial calculation at the equilibrium ge-
ometry is also conducted in group scope, by the group with




















Linear Speed Up Actual Speed Up
(585 points/group; 256.3 min)
(147 points/group; 74.2 min)
(293 points/group; 139.8 min)
(74 points/group; 40.8 min)
FIG. 7. Color online Speed up curve for parallelized VSCF at the MP2 level of theory with the cc-pVDZ basis set carried out on HNO3 molecule. The
dashed line with data point represented as triangles is the theoretical curve that follows linear speed up. The actual speed up is represented by the solid line
with circles as data points. Beneath each point in parentheses are given the number of points per each group that needed to be calculated, followed up by the
timings in minutes.
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ID=0. The reason for the latter is that a finer level of paral-
lelism may require a smaller number of processors than the
total number of available processors.
The computationally most demanding calculations for
HNO2, with CCSDT/cc-pVTZ, provide a good example for
illustrating the need for parallel computing. The PES in
Cartesian normal mode displacement vectors was carried out
in four groups, while the calculation in internals was run in
eight groups and subsequently 16 groups. These calculations
were done on the IBM cluster described in the computational
section. The speedup from 4, to 8, to 16 groups is linear,
decreasing the computational time from 16 days to less
than four days. Another example is the series of
MP2/cc-pVDZ calculations done on HNO3. These calcula-
tions were carried out on CyBlue from 16 to up to 256
groups. Figure 7 shows the relative speedup that starts as 1
for 16 groups and doubles as the number of groups doubles.
The speedup is excellent up to 128 groups. Between 128 and
256 groups there is a turning point, after which there is no
benefit in adding more groups. Further study is needed to
push the parallelization beyond 128 groups on CyBlue.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Vibrational frequencies were calculated for three small
molecules: H3
+
, HNO2, and HNO3. MP2 and coupled cluster
methods were used with the cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ basis
sets. Four different approaches to calculating vibrational fre-
quencies were compared: harmonic, scaled harmonic, anhar-
monic with the PES generated in Cartesian coordinate space,
and anharmonic with the PES generated in internal coordi-
nates. Although small improvements in the accuracy of cal-
culated harmonic and scaled harmonic frequencies were
achieved by increasing the size of the basis set and using
higher levels of theory, to obtain highly accurate vibrational
frequencies one needs to include anharmonicity and coupling
in the calculations, as well as to generate the PES following
normal mode displacement vectors in internal, rather than
Cartesian coordinates. It was found that carrying out the
VSCF calculations in internal coordinates is crucial for a
proper treatment of bending and torsional types of vibra-
tional motions, especially those involving H atoms. While it
is clear that the coupled cluster level of theory is needed to
achieve highly accurate frequencies, the importance of the
basis set depends on the molecule.
The spacing and range of the PES points is a variable in
the newest implementation of the VSCF method. This en-
ables the variation of the spacing and range of points until
the convergence of vibrational frequencies is reached, assur-
ing greater accuracy of the VSCF calculation.
Two-mode coupling with a PES built from 16 grid points
for each vibrational mode was used in the present work,
yielding high accuracy for the calculated vibrational frequen-
cies. The number of grid points along each normal mode can
be varied as the nature of particular modes dictates. This
provides useful flexibility in the calculations. Although two-
mode coupling was employed in the current work, three-
mode and higher coupling may also be used if necessary,
when normal mode displacement vectors expressed in inter-
nal coordinates are used to generate the PES.
Finally, coarse-grained parallelization of PES calcula-
tions on the grid was implemented. The speed up is excellent
for up to 128 groups for the examples chosen. This increases
the applicability of the VSCF method to bigger molecules.
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